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Welcome
Welcome to the Henry L. Shattuck Public Service Awards Ceremony. Tonight
we will celebrate the dedicated individuals who exemplify the integrity,
initiative, leadership and commitment to the public good that Henry L.
Shattuck personified as Chairman of the Research Bureau for 17 years.
Since 1985, the Research Bureau has sought out these everyday heroes
of public service to thank them for a job well done. Tonight, we continue
the tradition and will induct eight new members into this distinguished
academy, which will number 260.
The Research Bureau initiated the Shattuck Awards in 1985 to honor a select
number of City of Boston employees who have committed themselves to
excellence in public service. These are employees who see past their direct
responsibilities and go the extra distance to make sure that our city is a
safer place to live, a more vibrant center in which to conduct business, and
a warm and welcoming destination to call home. These Bostonians are our
neighbors, our friends and our colleagues.
Since 1998, on occasion the Research Bureau selects a City of Boston
department head or prominent public official to receive the Shattuck
Chairman’s Award. These individuals are honored for their demonstrated
leadership, professionalism and resolve which serves as a model for all
who work for the public good.

We will also present the Shattuck City Champion Award to two individuals
from the private sector who have made significant contributions to the
Boston community. Starting in 1998, the Shattuck City Champion Award
has been presented to a business leader and a nonprofit leader whose good
works have benefited the civic community of Boston.
The Shattuck Awards tradition offers us an opportunity to recognize models
of outstanding public service and to thank these individuals for going above
and beyond their daily responsibilities. By singling out these exemplary
citizens, we are all reminded that public service is an honorable profession
that should be celebrated.
Congratulations to tonight’s honorees and all the past Shattuck Award
Recipients, Shattuck Chairmans and Shattuck City Champions. We are a
better, more exciting and compassionate city because of you.
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The Research Bureau’s Public Service Awards are
named in honor of Henry Lee Shattuck, Chairman
of the Research Bureau for 17 years, from
1942 to 1958 and a guiding force behind the
establishment of the Research Bureau in 1932.
Mr. Shattuck was a lawyer, businessman, State
Legislator and City Councillor. He personified
integrity, exceptional initiative, outstanding
leadership and sincere commitment to public
service. These are the characteristics which are
represented by each recipient of the Henry L.
Shattuck Public Service Award.
Henry Lee Shattuck was born in Boston on
October 12, 1879. As a young man he attended
Harvard College, completing his undergraduate
studies in 1901. In 1904, he received his degree
from Harvard Law School. After admission to the
Massachusetts Bar, he joined Ropes Gray and
Gorham, a prestigious Boston law firm, where he
gradually became a specialist in corporate and
municipal finances, and in the management of
property as an agent and trustee.
A meticulous lawyer and shrewd and careful
manager of money, Mr. Shattuck was a strong
advocate of fiscal integrity in government,
insisting that an elected official’s first duty was to
protect the people’s money. Following the family

tradition of industry, service and stewardship,
Henry Shattuck put his legal and business skills
to work in state and city government where his
integrity and reliability made him a strong
moral force.
In 1908, Mr. Shattuck was elected to the
Republican Ward Committee, a role he
maintained for almost sixty years. He was elected
to the Massachusetts House of Representatives
in 1919 and became a member of the House
Committee of Ways and Means from 1920
through 1930, six years of which he served as
the committee chairman.
Henry Shattuck decided not to run for reelection
to a seventh straight term in 1930 in order to
concentrate on his newly elected position as
Treasurer of Harvard. In 1934, he returned to
public life as a Boston City Councillor. He served
four successive two-year terms on the Council,
enjoying his role as financial watchdog of that
body. Mr. Shattuck’s respect and influence grew
and in 1942 he was once again elected to the
House of Representatives, where he served on
the Committee of Public Service from 1943
to 1948.

In 1948, at the age of sixty-nine, upon
completing a quarter century of distinguished
service to the State Legislature and the Boston
City Council, Henry Shattuck decided the time
had come to relinquish his career as an elected
official. He was never again a candidate for
public office. At the time, the political editor for
the Boston Traveler, Cornelius Dalton, voiced
the thoughts of an appreciative electorate when
he called him, “one of the truly great legislators
of this century on Beacon Hill. He had intellect,
integrity and an intense devotion to public
service and was absolutely fearless.” No Boston
political figure in this century was held in higher
bipartisan esteem than Henry Shattuck.
Even as a private citizen, Henry Shattuck
remained involved in public affairs and issues
until his death in 1971 at the age of ninety-one.
Because of his interest and support, many young
candidates founded careers in public office,
enriching the fabric of local government beyond
his own lifetime. Henry L. Shattuck had truly
proven that one person of conviction can make
a difference.
Based on “Henry Lee Shattuck: Ideal Politician”
by John T. Galvin

Criteria for Public Service Awards
This year, the Boston Municipal Research Bureau honors eight city employees who

have made outstanding contributions to public service. The awards are made to
publicly recognize the efforts of the individuals chosen for their demonstration of:
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Unusual competence and professional spirit in
handling assignments.
Proven ability to efficiently and productively deliver
services to the public.
Helpful and cooperative attitudes toward fellow
employees and the public at all times.
Prudent management and execution of all
assigned responsibilities.
Exceptional initiative and professional attitude.
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JOCELYNE ABOUJAOUDE

LINDA L. COLLINS-MAYO

Registered Nurse
Boston Arts Academy, Boston Public Schools

Senior Data Processing Systems Analyst
Information Technology Division, Boston Fire Department

As the Registered Nurse at Boston Arts Academy
(BAA), Jocelyne Aboujaoude brings a calm joy to all
she does, no matter how difficult the situation may be.
Jocelyne has served as a nurse for the Boston Public
Schools for 22 years and joined BAA three years ago.
Throughout that time, she has embodied every tenet of
civic responsibility and caring as defined in the criteria
for Shattuck Award recipients.
Jocelyne’s nurturing, caring, and patient ways allow
for her to make deep, positive connections with all
who come in contact with her. Her “wrap-around
care” style treats not just medical needs, but meets
emotional, physical and mental needs as well. When
life-threatening events arise, she manages them with
extreme care, knowledge and calm efficiency. One
example is when a student was effected by a severe
unknown allergic reaction. His health record did not
indicate any allergies, and he wanted to go back to
class. However, Jocelyne kept him in her care and was
hyper-vigilant in finding the source of his reaction.
Eventually she found the cause and administered
the proper treatment. Without her diligence and
reassuring attention, the student would have become
gravely ill in a short time.
As an outgrowth of her concern for the students of
BAA, Jocelyne has been pro-active in bringing health
and wellness resources to the school. Some of these

resources include a mobile eye clinic, an annual health
fair helping families become aware of, and secure,
important health and wellness resources in their
communities, an on-site orthopedic clinic with sports
medicine doctors from a local hospital, and a program
providing access to flu shots for staff. Jocelyne
consistently shows her commitment to promoting
health through education, engagement and
communication throughout BAA and the community.
Beyond all of her medical skills, Jocelyne’s most
important contribution to Boston Arts Academy may
well be her commitment to nurturing, supporting and
motivating students. Her caring interaction with the
student body has supported many students in their
struggles to gain control over challenging situations
and develop a positive, healthy attitude leading to
joyful and productive lives.
Jocelyne Aboujaoude epitomizes what it means to
go above and beyond in her efforts to make sure that
students not only are cared for, but feel cared for.
Thank you Jocelyne for all you do for the students and
staff of Boston Arts Academy, and congratulations on
your selection as a 2019 Shattuck Award recipient.

Linda L. Collins-Mayo, Senior Data Processing Systems
Analyst in the Information Technology Division at the
Boston Fire Department (BFD) has served the City of
Boston for 42 years. She began in 1977 as a Research
Analyst for the Boston Police Department and then
moved to City Hall. In 1984, she was appointed to
the Fire Department as an Electronic Data Processing
Input/Output Control Supervisor, just as the BFD
began its transition from paper-based record keeping
to office automation. Throughout the years, Linda’s
adaptability and seamless transition into increasingly
complicated data management roles has made a
significant impact on the efficiency of city record
keeping.
As Senior Data Processing Systems Analyst, Linda
serves as a key member of BFD’s IT Division. In
a city department that must be equipped to act
in a moment’s notice, Linda’s skill in compiling
information on short and long term staffing plans
is critical. Her versatility and technical skills enables
supervisors to plan for and provide needed staff that
is ready to help in any crisis.
Linda manages data on individual firefighters’
status on leaves, vacations, injuries or scheduled
retirement. This information is critical because it
helps management analyze staff availability trends.
She also maintains biographical data on each

firefighter within the Department; this work helps
management be aware of and plan for the average
recovery time from particular injuries or the number
of potential retirees in a given year.
In addition to her extraordinary work, Linda provides
support in many intangible ways that benefit the
Department and the community. Her friendly and
outgoing way raises and maintains the moral of those
with whom she works and brings a positive energy to
the Department. When a co-worker is struggling with
a personal issue, she is there to lend support, counsel
or just be a friend. Linda prides herself on being a
mentor to younger IT professionals, past and present,
helping them navigate through issues both within
the Department and externally. In addition, Linda
is always willing to help a Chief or firefighters with
technical assistance, whether at Headquarters or at
firehouses in the field.
Congratulations Linda Collins-Mayo on your four
decades of commitment to this community. You are
a truly deserving 2019 Shattuck Award recipient. You
have dedicated your professional career to serving
the citizens of Boston and members of the Boston Fire
Department. Thank you.
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KERRI GUERIN

LINDA LABADINI

Police Officer
Community Service Office, Boston Police Department

Police Clerk Typist
Boston Police Department

As a Police Officer in the A1/A15 Community Service
Office of the Boston Police Department (BPD), Kerri
Guerin shines brilliantly in her commitment to helping
people in the Boston downtown area who struggle
with homelessness and addiction. Kerri’s demeanor,
personality and commitment to helping others makes
her an ideal person to succeed in this immensely
challenging work.
Kerri began working with the BPD in 2011 and joined
the Community Service Office in 2016. In this role,
Kerri maintains a relentless pace as she tackles a whole
spectrum of difficulties spanning from mental illness
to alcohol and substance misuse to assorted quality
of life concerns. One of the most difficult challenges
for a Community Service Officer is understanding the
needs of each homeless person. The solutions may be
as varied as arranging a ride to a shelter, encouraging
individuals to seek mental health services, or taking
them into police custody for a time. Kerri makes
all of these decisions each day with great care and
understanding.
One story that demonstrates Kerri’s exemplary
performance involves her work with an older homeless
female who often assaulted people on the street. Kerri
soon learned the best way to approach the woman and
help her to calm down. Once the woman relaxed, she

could discuss her needs. Eventually, Kerri determined
that this woman suffered from mental health issues.
After working countless hours to get the woman into
treatment, the woman is now housed, working, and
taking her medication. Without Kerri’s hard work and
tireless efforts, the woman would have gone to prison,
a place she clearly did not belong.
This type of work requires a special kind of individual,
and Kerri’s patience, calm manner and respect for
all also enable her to work effectively with residents
and businesses in the area. She regularly attends
community meetings that relate to homelessness
and addictions to better understand the community’s
concerns. She works tirelessly with those affected to
help alleviate the situation. Residents particularly
appreciate that Kerri addresses each situation with
heart, dedication and a true commitment to make the
environment better for everyone involved.
Over the years, Kerri has earned the gratitude and
respect of all who work with her on this mission,
and she is truly deserving of a 2019 Shattuck Award.
Congratulations and thank you Kerri for helping
to make our city a better and more understanding
community.

Since 1987, Linda Labadini has served District 7 of the
Boston Police Department (BPD) as a Police Clerk Typist
and the ‘chief receptionist and greeter’ for all who enter
this station. Over the past 32 years, Linda has been
and continues to be an anchor for the precinct helping
whenever she is needed.
In her role as a Police Clerk Typist, Linda has assisted
newly graduated and recently reassigned officers
acclimate to District 7. She serves as their guide as
they become familiar with the area and its residents
and businesses. Linda also keeps District 7 running
effectively with efficiency in recording all police
reports and citizens’ complaints into the appropriate
documents so they are readily accessible when needed.
Linda’s calm and good-natured attitude is most
apparent in her unending patience and support of
those new to the country who are unfamiliar with the
English language. Although Linda is not multi-lingual,
she manages to help many non-English speaking
residents navigate the system as she guides them in
their efforts to file reports and seek permits or licenses.
Linda also directs them to the appropriate offices to file
passports and immigration paperwork. Her shining
empathy for all residents makes her a remarkable
public servant.

One of Linda’s greatest services to residents of District
7 has been her initiative in setting up and maintaining
a specifically designed database for Abuse Prevention
Orders and Harassment. This information enables
Linda to work closely with personnel from the East
Boston District Court, the District 7 Duty Supervisor and
patrol officers in the field as they jointly seek to serve
defendants with restraining and harassment orders.
In addition to her work with the Police Station, Linda
volunteers numerous hours to her East Boston
Community. She often assists in running neighborhood
cookouts or Halloween and Christmas parties for young
children. She also supports the Annual National Night
Out, an event hosted throughout the country where
individuals are encouraged to be outside, meet their
neighbors, talk with local police, and form connections
in the effort to make communities safer and more
united.
All in District 7 who know Linda are thoroughly
appreciative of her faithful and consistent service to the
East Boston Police Station as well as the East Boston
community. Linda is truly deserving of a 2019 Shattuck
Award. Congratulations and thank you Linda for all you
do to make Boston a better and happier place to live
and work.
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JEFF LANE

HENRY C. LUTHIN

Environmental Specialist, Facilities Management
Boston Public Schools

First Assistant Corporation Counsel
Law Department

As an Environmental Specialist for Boston Public
Schools (BPS) Facilities Management, Jeff Lane
dedicates his career to ensuring that Boston’s 54,000
students have safe, healthy and productive learning
environments. Since joining BPS in 1989, Jeff has been
the primary person for maintaining and controlling the
environment across Boston’s 125 public schools.
Throughout his service, Jeff has forged many key
partnerships and created numerous programs that
enable the City to meet state and federal environment,
health and safety regulations. The policies and
programs he has created include the use of green
cleaners, the Science Safety in Laboratories and
Classrooms program, a clean water access program, a
hearing conservation program, a respiratory protection
program, and a standard operating procedure for
cleaning and disinfecting facilities.
Jeff is passionate about staying informed on all issues
that involve creating a healthy environment in our
schools. He is a long-time active member of the BPS
Healthy Schools Taskforce, and he is a responsive
leader who is always available for on-call emergencies.
One co-worker describes Jeff as a proactive visionary
constantly thinking about how to stay ahead of the
curve to resolve environmental challenges before they
become a problem.

Jeff is patient, approachable and leads by example,
endearing him to not just his colleagues but to
everyone across BPS. His multidisciplinary approach
to public health and safety is truly commendable. Jeff
works with a wide variety of stakeholders from inside
BPS and across other city agencies as well as with
community advocates. The many technical skills and
knowledge of the field he brings to these engagements
has helped achieve results that make a difference for
the students. His no-nonsense approach to health
and safety issues has been instrumental in stifling
outbreaks of intestinal illnesses in schools, reducing
allergens in buildings, and guaranteeing that every
building meets environment and health requirements.
In addition to his primary role of managing
environmental concerns throughout the City’s school
buildings, Jeff always makes himself available to help
others. He has been a mentor to dozens of college
students who have worked in the Environmental Intern
program over the years. Most importantly, Jeff never
loses sight of his fundamental mission, which is to
serve the children of Boston and the staff and family
members who support them.
Jeff Lane is truly deserving of a 2019 Shattuck
Award. Congratulations and thank you Jeff for your
commitment to the students of Boston and those who
serve them.

Henry C. Luthin, First Assistant Corporation Counsel
for the Law Department has served Boston for nearly
35 years. During this time, he has become recognized
throughout the City as a most knowledgeable and
honest source for information on legal issues. He is the
go-to person when no one else can solve a problem,
and has a knack for making himself available to help
just when you need it the most. When a thorny issues
arises, Henry’s response is to step forward and engage.
Henry may be a man of few words, but his knowledge
of legal matters and how they affect the City makes
him a steady force whose words play a large role in
Boston’s legal matters. His commitment to sharing
hard truths in a productive manner makes those who
seek his advice value his wisdom.
Some of Henry’s most enthusiastic admirers are
current and former assistant counsels who have
benefited from his mentoring and guidance on legal
processes and concepts. In his quiet, unassuming
manner, he inspires and teaches both his peers and
young mentees how to think deliberately and best
conduct themselves as attorneys and public servants.
Throughout his tenure, Henry has worked on many
complicated legal issues. A few of those projects
include land acquisitions that enabled the City to

build facilities in strategic locations such as the East
Boston Library and Elliot School. Henry’s involvement
in the Harbor Cleanup Project was key to the project’s
success. His calm, inclusive approach was instrumental
in keeping negotiations on track and cost effective
while numerous city departments and businesses
participated in the process.
Henry’s wise advice on all things law is enhanced by
his longevity with the City of Boston and his notable
memory. His knowledge base of laws created or
revised over his tenure is especially helpful because
he can recall them at will and explain when and why
certain laws were changed.
Recognized as a friend to all, Henry extends his
concern, kindness and commitment to others beyond
work through his involvement in helping his home
parish and the Diocese of Boston aid those in need.
He is also a Trustee for Thomas Moore College in
Merrimack, NH.
Henry Luthin, you are truly an inspirational leader.
Thank you for committing your wisdom, knowledge
and respect to your colleagues and the Boston
community. Congratulations on your selection as a
2019 Shattuck Award recipient.
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DEBORAH SAMUELS

JILL OCHS ZICK

Operations Assistant Coordinator, Woods Mullen Shelter
Boston Public Commission

Landscape Architect
Boston Planning & Development Agency

For over the twenty-three years Deborah Samuels
(Debbie) has worked for the City of Boston, where
she has served and saved hundreds of homeless
individuals with integrity, understanding and an
extraordinary gift of providing support to those in
her care. As Operations Assistant Coordinator for
the Woods Mullen Shelter for Women, Debbie is
instrumental in creating a safe and welcoming space
for the 1,600 women every year who rely on Woods
Mullen for a bed, a warm meal, and most importantly
the resources to get back on their feet.
“Ms. Debbie,” as guests call her, oversees the Woods
Mullen Day Program. While it is difficult for many of us
to understand the trauma women at the shelter face,
Debbie is always there to support them. In fact, she
is often referred to as the mother of the shelter—the
caregiver, the advocate, the cheerleader and the one
with a shoulder to cry on when needed. In addition
to these nurturing characteristics, Debbie inherently
understands what each guest needs in that moment
and provides “tough love” when appropriate.
Over the years, Debbie has developed instinctive
abilities to determine the right approach for each
situation. She is supportive and firm when needed
and excels at working in challenging situations. She
has a particular gift in her approach with young adults,

those with mental illness or those actively struggling
with substance abuse. Her compassion is not only
appreciated by her colleagues but also by the guests
at Woods Mullen. She is frequently called upon by
staff members for assistance. Her presence and
compassionate tenacity bring reason to any potential
conflict and de-escalate situations that could impact
the safety of all.
A perfect example of Debbie’s concern for the Woods
Mullen guests is that she recently took it upon herself
to be responsible for distributing clothing donated
for women at the shelter. It is apparent that Debbie’s
primary belief in life is that every person deserves
dignity, regardless of her situation. She notices when
a guest needs a set of clean clothes or other items
and makes sure those needs are met in the most
gracious way.
Deborah Samuels goes out of her way to serve the
guests of Woods Mullen and is a truly deserving 2019
Shattuck Award recipient. Congratulations Debbie and
thank you for all you do to make life better for those who
struggle with homelessness.

For the past 19 years, Jill Ochs Zick has served as a
conscientious civic servant helping to make Boston a
“World Class City”. In her role as Landscape Architect
for the Boston Planning & Development Agency
(BPDA), Jill has been a champion for the inclusion,
proper design and detailing, as well as maintenance of
open space.
While Jill works primarily behind the scenes, her
steady hand and resolve in promoting attention to
the public realm for all building projects has directly
contributed to the presence of welcoming public
spaces throughout Boston. Her keen eye for detail
plays a significant role in the creation of accessible
green spaces throughout the City.
Throughout the years, Jill has worked on developing
green spaces throughout Boston, including East Boston,
the Boston Harbor Islands, and the Central Artery
project. One of those projects is the Mary Soo Hoo Park,
which was the latest part of the Rose Kennedy Greenway
to be completed. As a popular destination at the gateway
into Chinatown, Jill’s responsibilities spanned from
initial design to completion. Her extensive experience
working with various city departments, numerous
organizations, and the community enabled this unique
project to thrive. From its traditional Chinese garden
feel to the retention of some of the only mature trees
in Chinatown, Jill’s efforts helped this park become a
cherished part of the community.

Another of Jill’s unique contributions is her work on
the Tontine Crescent nestled in the curve of Franklin
Street. The buildings in the area, designed by Charles
Bullfinch in 1793, provide the backdrop for the Tontine
Crescent, a “Pop up” public resting space with green
painted blacktop, tables and chairs with umbrellas and
potted plants. The development of this space provided
a particular challenge for accessibility so Jill brought
her understanding of those needs to help create a spot
that all could enjoy regardless of mobility limitations.
Jill is always responsible, thorough and professional in
her work. Her persuasive confidence when advocating
for the design principle that space shapes building, and
not the other way around, makes her a strong advocate
for habitable green space accessible to all. Because of
her landscape design expertise, the City of Boston is far
more appealing and engaging.
Jill Ochs Zick truly embodies the ideal of an engaged
public servant and is most deserving of a 2019
Shattuck Award. Congratulations and thank you,
Jill, for all you do to be a steward of green spaces
throughout Boston.

HENRY L. SHATTUCK

City Champion Award
What is a Champion? In keeping with the strictest definition of the word, a “champion” is an advocate or defender, one
who does battle for another’s rights or honor, a person who shows marked superiority. In keeping with this definition, the
Research Bureau Awards Committee established the criteria for the Shattuck City Champion Award.
In 1998, the Shattuck city Champion Award was established to honor a business leader and a nonprofit leader for their
significant contributions to the Boston civic community. Since 1998, 45 private sector leaders have been recognized as
Shattuck City Champions and two more leaders will be honored tonight.
Because Boston is a city rich in leadership and commitment from the business and nonprofit sectors, it is fitting
that we formally recognize the contributions to the public good that have been made by members of the private
sector. We would like to honor those good works and accomplishments, not the ones celebrated in words and images
of acclaim, but rather, those that have escaped broad public notice. We feel that is in keeping with the tenor of the
Henry L. Shattuck Public Service Awards.
We further feel that the two individuals who will be honored tonight as “Shattuck City Champions” not only meet the
definition of a champion, they typify the spirit and substance of the award.
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BOB RIVERS

ROBERT LEWIS, JR.

Chair and CEO
Eastern Bank

A community banker who started his career as a teller,
today Bob Rivers is Chair and CEO of Eastern Bank,
America’s oldest and largest mutual bank and the
largest independent community bank headquartered in
Massachusetts with over $11 billion in assets and more
than 115 locations. Under Bob’s leadership, Eastern has
delivered record financial performance and developed
an advocacy platform to complement its commitment
to community service and philanthropy, using its voice
to support various issues and communities that are
considered underserved.
Bob is a dedicated social justice advocate whose
commitment to confronting injustice has led to lasting
impact in our community. He believes financial success is a
means for Eastern to achieve its purpose to do good things
to help people prosper.
Bob is particularly focused on gender equity issues and
addressing wealth disparities in Boston. Today, 67 percent
of Eastern’s workforce are women, with a Board comprised
of over 51 percent women, people of color and members of
the LGBTQ community. Bob was also involved extensively
with the successful November 2018 transgender rights
ballot initiative in Massachusetts, lending his voice to rally
the Greater Boston business community in upholding
transgender rights.
Bob is a founding member of the City of Boston Women’s
Workforce Council and he has provided testimony to

President and Founder
The BASE
support practices that establish greater representation
of women throughout corporations. In honor of its
bicentennial in 2018 and first customer, Rebecca Sutton,
Eastern focused on the advancement of women in its
philanthropy and advocacy, granting more than $2.2
million to community-based organizations addressing
gender disparities in health care, education, child care,
businesses, and society generally.
Bob believes we have a responsibility and an opportunity
to help address the wealth and income disparity in Boston.
Eastern recently seeded the Foundation for Business
Equity, a stand-alone non-profit organization, and its first
program, the Business Equity Initiative (BEI), with a $10
million commitment focused on scaling up Black and
Latinx businesses. The goal is to help create more wealth
for business owners, stronger businesses, and more jobs
with family-sustaining wages in communities that need
them. Eastern’s 2018 opening of a branch in Roxbury, the
first in that community in more than 20 years and one of
the fastest growing branches ever launched by Eastern,
further supports its continued focus on providing access to
financial services in underserved communities.
Bob is involved extensively in the community, serving on
multiple Boards throughout Massachusetts.
Thank you Bob for your commitment to social justice in the
Boston community and beyond, you are truly deserving of
the 2019 Shattuck City Champion Award.

As Founder and President of The BASE, Robert Lewis, Jr.
is shifting the national mindset and narrative about what
it takes for urban youth to succeed. His relentless and
unwavering commitment to creating a strong support
system for the youth in the community is undeniable.
Robert’s career trajectory has included important
roles with the National Conference for Community
and Justice (NCCJ), City Year, and the Boston
Foundation. His love of the Boston community was
the driving force for developing StreetSafe Boston,
the country’s only privately-funded ($15m) gang
program with a mission to dramatically reduce gun
violence in Boston. Robert is nationally recognized as a
thought leader and public speaker, collaborating with both
government and civic leaders. For his work, Robert has
received Honorary Doctorate degrees from six colleges
and serves as Executive-in-Residence at Babson College.
In 2013, Robert co-founded The BASE, a Roxbury-based
organization that combines baseball, softball and
basketball skills training with SAT prep and college
readiness programs to provide urban Black and Latinx
youth with the necessary foundation to attain success.
Robert is laser focused on building a national movement
of citizens who are as committed to their off-field
academics as they are to their on-field athletics.
Robert and his team are striving to shift the paradigm and
expectations of today’s youth from what they cannot do to

what they can do if they believe in themselves and have
the tools to succeed. Through hard work, determination,
and tenacity, the youth who participate at The BASE are
excelling at achieving their goals both on and off the field.
To date, The BASE has served more than 2,500 Boston
boys and girls on more than 70 teams, competing not just
locally, but nationally and internationally. A substantial
number of those student-athletes are matriculating to
college, career training or the workforce.
Understanding and addressing the national need for its
unique model, The BASE has expanded to additional urban
cities across the country, including Chicago, Pittsburgh,
and Indianapolis.
Under Robert’s guidance, The BASE has created an
environment based on hope, belief and love, which
empowers urban youth to see the limitless potential in
themselves. The BASE embodies the family mentality
where youth support and push each other because, for
them, excellence is the new minimum.
Thank you, Robert, for being a passionate advocate for
urban youth, and reminding all of us that if you love them,
believe in them, and provide them access, urban youth will
succeed. You are truly deserving of the 2019 Shattuck City
Champion Award.

2019 Shattuck Awards Committee
Chair

The Research Bureau acknowledges with grateful appreciation the following corporations for their
participation in sponsoring the 34th Annual Henry L. Shattuck Public Service Awards.
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The Research Bureau would also like to thank our many individual donors for their
support of the 2019 Henry L. Shattuck Public Service Awards.
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1985
John R. Coakley
Mary Falzarano
Michael K. Fung
Doris M. Gagnon
Bernice F. Johnson
B. Joseph O’Neil
Rita Whelan

1991
Joanne M. Adduci
Judith F. Cataldo
Charles L. Dickerson, Sr.
Bruce Graubart
Maureen Hilchey
James F. Kennedy
Robert C. Neville

1986
Patrice DiNatale
Anthony J. Farinella
Robert F. Hannan
Alfreda J. Harris
Virginia C. McMannus

1992
Cornelia Costello
Robin A. DeMarco
Cornelius Keogh
Barbara M. Lake
Eleanor McDermott
Kathleen A. Mullin
Bak Fun Wong

1987
Virginia M. Acerra
Alexander Ganz
Paul LaCerda
Irene Lisker
Marlena Richardson
Edward J. Winter
1988
George Connolly
Alfonso Denson
Robert F. Drummond
Judith M. Duffy
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Robert Tebbetts
1989
George H. Gleason
Mary O. Shannon
Joseph L. Tehan, Jr.
Gail M. Wilkes
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1990
Joseph O. Brand
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Victor E. Hagan
Jacqueline Hoard
Charles S. Longley
John J. Megnia

1993
Claire R. Fisher
David B. Hynes
Richard C. Innes
Albert Lau
Gerard J. Molito
James C. Piepenbrink
1994
Mark E. Campbell
Karen A. Connor
Gertrude Fisher
Gladys R. Gaines
Kimberly Kalinowski
Barbara Locurto
Paul McCann
Andrew F. Puleo
1995
John A. Barrows
Michael G. Contompais
Deborah Goddard
Barbara Hamilton
Michael E. Hocking
Patricia McMahnon
Marianne Regan
Gladys Rodriguez

1996
Frank A. Altieri
Minnie M. Dixon
Frank N. Frattaroli
Luis Garcia
William W. Henderson, Jr.
Richard A. Serino
1998
Sally Beecher
Mark B. Buchanan
Richard H. Carlson
Paula M. Fleming
Thomas A. Gannon
Vineet K. Gupta
Muriel J. Leonard
Patricia A. Murphy
Barbara J. Salfity
Chairman’s Award
Paul F. Evans
City Champion Award
Kevin C. Phelan
Rev. Dr. Ray A. Hammond, II
1999
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Ann M. Grady
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City Champion Award
Clayton H.W. Turnbull
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2007
Helen Allix
Domenic Amara
John Avault
Donald Burns
Gerald Howland
Sharyn Imonti
Cecil Jones
Mary Ryan
City Champion Award
Peter Meade
Stanley Connors
2008
Richard Chung
Robert Handy
Richard Jacobs
Jenny Larm
Roberta Mullan
Martha Pierce
Donald Stone
Joanne Sullivan
City Champion Award
Catherine D’Amato
Ellen Parker
John E. Drew

2009
Vincent Caiani
Mark Cardarelli
Irene Landry
Kevin Moriarty
Mary O’Brien
Bruce Smith
Joseph Sandiford
Koren Stembridge
Eileen Walsh
City Champion Award
Robert M. Mahoney
Judy Beckler
2010
Dennis J. Coughlin
George Hulme
Kathy A. Kearney
Carlos W. Lara
Ian C. Mackenzie
Prataap Patrose
Michael Rubin
James ”Jake” Sullivan
Jerry P. Turner
City Champion Award
Edmund F. Kelly
Joan Wallace-Benjamin
2011
Elmo Baldassari
Christopher Byner
Lanita D. Cullinane
Jeremiah Ford
Lynda Fraley
Randi Lathrop
Thomas W. Lema
Cheryl Odom
City Champion Award
Jack Connors, Jr.
Lyndia Downie

2012
Leon Bethune
Jay Donovan
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David Joseph
Daryl Kiser
Ellen Lipsey
John MacDonald
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Mary Ann Riva
Kate Sullivan Awqatty

2015
Lawrence Ayers
David Carlson
Maria Carvalho
James E. Gillooly
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Neil Sullivan
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2013
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Special Tribute
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2014
Robert P. Conley
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Ellen Hatch
George E. Kincaid, Jr.
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Timothy Nagaoka
Barbara J. Teal
Annie B. Wilcox
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Donna Cupelo
Michael Brown

City Champion Award
Ronald M. Druker
James W. Hunt, Jr., PhD
2017
Heather Campisano
Sherry Lewis DaPonte
Kerry Jordan
Martin Kain
Gino Provenzano
Deborah Pullen
Maria Santos
Barry Stafford
Chairman’s Award
Henry Vitale
City Champion Award
Joseph L. Hooley

Patricia A. Foley
2018
Michael Cannizzo
James Fitzgibbons
Robert C. Gehret, Jr.
Alan A. Gentle
Leroy Ivey
Michelle Maffeo
Maria J. Rodriguez
Claudia Rufo
John P. Sullivan
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James D. Gallagher
Kate Walsh
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This is your Grammy’s, this is a
recognition of your incredible work.
~Mayor Martin J. Walsh~

The Boston Municipal Research Bureau is a nonprofit public policy organization

established in 1932 to promote responsible and efficient government and to effect policy
changes on issues important to Boston’s future. Henry L. Shattuck, the guiding force

behind the Research Bureau’s creation, was a strong advocate for honest service and

public accountability. The Research Bureau’s passion for this mission continues and is
supported by businesses and nonprofit institutions engaged in Boston.
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